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AbstractIn this paper, IOT based women safety module device is implemented for self-protection. The device provide multi-way 

safety measures such that Self Defence, Tracking Information and Evidence Tracking. For Self Defence, it causes a electric shock 

to the attacker by pressing a switch. For Tracking Information, the device includes with GSM and Node MCU which send a 

message with location of the user to the person who link with an Blynk application.For an advance level of technology ,the device 

contains a camera to take an evidence which can be activated when the pressure goes high, it automatically start record a incident 

and it will be send a mail of the footage immediately to the corresponding person and also it send a high pressure warning in SMS 

manner. Hence this device provide the safety measure and given hope to women/girl feel free to grow in their field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

According to National Crime Records Bureau of India state that the rate of crime against the women increase gradually. 

In India we worshipped a women as goddess but on other side women’s are facing lots of problems. At the end of 2019, there 

are 1,45,000 rape cases were pending in Indian court. This is a common era which can be faced by women in all over world 

.There are lots of scope given to women to achieve, although they are panic.Due to abuse, harassment, and violence they are 

feeling insecure to get off from home. In every sector women can be placed a role and also some of them can be working at 

night shift. For protecting them, we introduce a device which proposed to safeguard themself at emergency period.The safety 

of women is a increasing Emergency in India and other countries. The primary issue in the handling of these cases by the 

police lies in constraints preventing them from responding quickly to calls of distress .To aid in the removal of these distress, 

this paper introduces the position sensor, vibration sensor, and also heart beat sensor and camera and  this project that can 

act as a rescue device and protect at the time of danger. To detect the location and health condition of person that will enable 

us to take action accordingly based on micro controller, GSM. 
 

In a device we send the location to the corresponding person through the existing application "Blynk"- 2.27.27. In a 

device, a pressure sensor can be proposed when the user's Blood Pressure become more than 120 it automatically send the 

SMS as "High pressure warning".Working principle of the device is when the system is activated, it can tract the location 

of the user using GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) and Node MCU(MCU - micro controller unit) which 

can send the location to the Blynk application. 

 

Drawbacks: 

 

 Without network we can't able to use this device. 

 Device features will be limited in number. 

 
If the blood pressure can be high, it send warning SMS to pre-set number and also it start to capture the incident then 

store in raspberry pi and also it will automatically send the  mail to the pre-set Mail ID immediately.This device consists 

with the shock generator, it can provide a electric shock in the range of 70V - 100V using transformer for step up the 

voltage and also using MOSFET (metal–oxide– semiconductor field-effect transistor) for triggering the voltage supply. 

 

Advantage of this device: 

 

 Evidence recording 

 Tracking location 

 High level of security 

 Take a fraction of seconds to send the evidence 

 User friendly 

 
 

The fundamental of this paper is discussed here. Section 2GSM,   it   conveys   the   message   containing   geographical     

explain   the   methodology   of   the   process   circuit explanation.location of the user and alert message is immediately 

sent to   Section 3 explore the result. In Section 4 conclude the paper and the police.This application will send the alert 

message/call to the user’s registered contacts for every few seconds. In this system also introduce the reminder for the 

women to wear this system while going out. To safe and secure the women and to develop   given the future scope of this 

device. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

This prototype serves an alerting device as well as self- defense. In this project, the GSM is capable to send a SMS of 

pressure warning. Using Node MCU send a exact latitude and longitude co-ordinate of the user location to the Blynk- 

application. 

When the pressure level become high as more than 120, the camera start recording for 10sec, store in the raspberry pi and 

also send to a respective mail. We can able to receive the footage in raspberry pi as well as from the mail. By pressing a 

switch it generate a pulse to safe-guard herself, the MOSFET can help us to trigger the voltage. Fig. 1 depicts the input and 

output connection of the device. 

 
 

Block diagram: 

 

 

 
Fig.1 Input / Output Connection of the device 

 
A. Hardware Specification: 

The Components of the hardware used in this projects are given below: 

 
Raspberry pi 3 B+ is a small sized computer, with quard core 64 bit processor clocked at 1.4GHz, Bluetooth 4.2, 1GB 

LPDDR2 SRAM, 5GHz wireless LAN and Dual-band 2.4GHz, High speed Ethernet up to 300Mbps. 

 

Fig.2 Raspberrypi 3 B+ 

 
NodeMCU is a single board microcontroller, IOT based platform with 32bit MCU, memory 128KB, storage 4MB, CPU 

ESP8266[1](LX106[2]). 
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Fig.3 NodeMUC 

 
The camera module is a five- megapixel fixed focus camera that blaster 1080P30,720P60 and VGA90 video makes just 

still catches. 
 

Fig.4 Video Camera 

 
Voltage Regulater - The filtered DC power supply is will not be the regulated voltage. So, the IC 7805 voltage regulator 

is used. It is a three terminal linear to voltage regulater IC with a fixed output voltage of 5V which is useful in a wide 

range of Application. It is deliver up to 1.5A of current. They provide the DC voltage that not present in ripple content and 

Also in the same DC value. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5 Voltage Regulater 

PIC16F877A - features 256 bytes of EEPROM data memory, self programming, an ICD, 2 Comparators, 8 channels 

of 10-bit Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter, 2 capture/PWM functions, the synchronous serial port can be configured as 

either 3-wire Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI™) or the 2-wire Inter-Integrated Circuit (I²C™) bus and a Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (USART). 

 

 

 

 

                                                                Fig .6 PIC16F877A 
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B. Software Specifications 

The software details of the device are given below: 

Python is used to programming the Raspberry pi system in which follow this commander it capturing the incident and 

send it to a mail by pre-set in this. 

Android Application “Blynk-IOT for Arduino, ESP8266/32, Raspberry pi” is already existing in which we can tract a 
location of the user by coordination of latitude and longitude. 

PIC compiler 

This C compiler is fully optimized for use with PIC microcontrollers. Built in the functions make coding the 

software very easy. There are 4 levels of compatibility provided.1.ccs v2.xxx , 2. ccs v3. xxx, 3.ccs v4. xxx 4. ANSI 

.They also support C++ reference parameters. 

C .Circuit Diagram: 

 

 
 

Fig.7 Circuit diagram of the Device 

 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
 Fig.8 Hardware setup of the Multiway safety device 
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Fig.9 Android application interface 

 

 

 
Fig.10 Words predicted by google assistant 

Our project fulfill the three major aspects of women's safety module as self defense ,evidence capturing and tracking 

location all these can be proper in one device. The already existing device cannot provides a high level security.  

 

By using this technology device, the footage can be recoded. we can add upon a multiple features through a programming. 

The android application is easy to install in all android mobile phone. It is user friendly device. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The IoT base women safety device provide efficient manner which proposed tracking information and recording evidence 

respectively. When the pressure of the user increase it will automatically send the Warning message and start to capture the 

future for 10sec immediately send it to the mail. The response of this device is fast and help the user to safe herself from any 

place.This device can be developed in future it make a  compactable prototype. The design can give us less wait easy to 

portable and even more user friendly. It can provide with multiple of contact details as per the user's need. 
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